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HEADMASTER’S REPORT
I was very pleased to receive an email from an old friend of mine from my
school days about an encounter he had had with one of our Prep boys at an
event. As he said, he was so impressed that he felt compelled to write. What
stood out for him was how this boy interacted with his peers and adults: he
was “respectful and well-mannered, without being subservient and confident
without being arrogant or ‘cocky’.” To us at the Prep this is understandably
“music to our ears”. But it goes beyond the Prep – I often hear from prospective
Greg Brown parents or others that I meet how impressed they have been by many of the
young(ish) ODs that they employ or work alongside for the same reasons as above. They add to
these the qualities of innovation, responsible risk taking and a good work ethic. These are all values
that the school strives to instill in its young men. While one sometimes hears of the arrogance of
some ODs, one hopes that their behaviour is in the minority. Bishops boys do have to be careful:
having received such a privileged education, much is expected of them by the outside world and
rightly so. And when they do not deliver they are sometimes quite harshly judged. So such positive
feedback is always reassuring. As teachers we have the responsibility to instill in our boys the values
and customs that are so important for life and conduct that is tempered by a humility and sense of
gratitude for the education and school experience that they have received; Bishops boys too have a
responsibility, almost a challenge, to become the best men that they can be.
Greg Brown

EARLY ACT

Dog food Collection.
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The last few months have
been the busiest ever in terms
of Community Outreach at
the Prep. We have continued
to support Peninsula School
Feeding in their quest to feed
326 000 hungry children
daily in 748 schools across
the Western Cape. Our
recent Civvies Days have
seen numerous organizations
benefitting.
Money
was
donated towards saving the
rhino, Dancers Love Dogs (a
mass sterilization drive) and
to the Westlake Upliftment
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Easter Egg Collection.

June 2013

Goody Bags being handed out.

Project as they sewed yet more Sunflower Fund bandana quilts for Mama Beauty who runs a
crèche for 75 children in the informal settlement known as Barcelona. Our most recent Civvies
Day was held in aid of a project called Waves for Change which teaches township children to
surf. We collected dog food which was shared by the Mdzananda Animal Clinic in Khayelitsha
and the Lucky Lucy Foundation, a shelter for rescued dogs in Durbanville.
Our links with St Paul’s Primary were strengthened as we filled and delivered Christmas goody
bags (made by the Westlake ladies out of bandanas) and toys collected at our carol service for
their 850 pupils. We then collected Easter eggs for them in March and, on an on-going basis,
supply the school with maize meal, milk and sugar for their internal feeding scheme and secondhand shoes donated by our boys.
At this point mention must be made of the enormous effort by the staff, particularly Mark
Erlangsen, in putting together and completing the second ever charity cycle ride. In the April
holidays eighteen intrepid teachers from Bishops Prep set off on a 300km cycle ride to raise
funds for Victoria Hospital’s
paediatric ward. The ward is
to be renovated shortly and
funds raised by the ride are
earmarked to buy equipment
for the ward, much-needed
cots in particular. Pupils and
their parents were asked to
sponsor their teachers and
after swimathons and other
interclass activities, R160
000 was raised for Victoria.
The tour took the cyclists
from the Prep to Gordon’s
Bay and Betty’s Bay on the
Grade 3 Swimathon Fund Raiser.
first day. Day 2 saw the riders
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Biking 4 Beds.

And they’re off!
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puffing up the hills between
Rooi Els and Villiersdorp
where they stayed on that
night on the banks of the
Theewaterskloof Dam. On
the third day the team set
off for Stellenbosch having
to negotiate the Franschoek
Pass and Helshoogte. After
a night in Stellenbosch, the
weary group wended its
way to Victoria where, after
a warm welcome by the
hospital staff, they handed
out teddies and goody
bags to patients and their
mothers. The cycle tour
was a great success. There
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Bike riders and Victoria staff meet.

Mr Turner giving fatherly advice.

were no major incidents – just a few grazes,
some serious leg cramping and a jelly fish
sting (in the sea, not on the road, that is) and
great fun was had by all. All the energy bars
and bananas consumed, great camaraderie
and tremendous public support helped to
make it a most memorable event. Looking
ahead, the remainder of the year promises to
be extremely busy too.
Sue Kieswetter
Grade 4 Fund Raising.

Mums reading to Grade 5s
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LIBRARY
Books are alive and well and
being read at Bishops Prep! In
the April holidays librarians
from around the country and
four neighbouring countries
attended a four day ISASA
conference which explored
libraries at the tipping point.
Much of the content centred
on the way forward for libraries
in this digital age. There is no
doubt that things are a-changing
and many of the lectures and
workshops were about ‘i-this
and e-that’. iPads are gaining
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BOOK LOAN HISTORY
Fiction
2009
2700
2010
3200
2011
3200
2012
3500
2013
1600 so far

Non-Fiction
2300
3100
2800
3000
1480 so far

ground and ebooks are becoming
increasingly popular but, having said
this, last term I got the feeling that books
were flying off the shelves and so checked
some issue statistics, which can be seen in
Book Week readers.
the table. Overall figures are rising by the
year and fiction seems to be the order of
the day, thanks largely to the huge number of series coming out. (The Alex Rider series has lost top spot
to The Diary of a Wimpy Kid which is experiencing enormous success.) This trend is understandable
as boys use electronic media more and more for research, but how gratifying to see that our boys are still
inspired by the printed word and are using books for research and recreational purposes.

WILDLIFE CLUB
The club is open to all pupils who pledge to care for the environment. Members are encouraged to observe
and study the various aspects of the web of life; further the cause of conservation and learn how to use our
natural resources wisely while having fun exploring the environment. The club is run by a committee of
Grade 7 pupils who organize audio-visual presentations, camps, outings, competitions and raise funds for
environmental related charities. The following boys in Grade 7 have volunteered to serve on the committee this year: Christopher Kotze (Chairperson), Jonathan Pletts (Secretary), Ben Rubin (Treasurer), James
Shuttleworth (Competitions), William Raine (A-V Presentations) and Tom Burton (Activities).
Fathers and Sons Fishing Camp: One hundred and ten participants enjoyed an excellent weekend of
outdoor pursuits at Voerhoede, a farm near Caledon. The weather was excellent and the campfire skits
and songs were very entertaining. Over 92 fish were caught – mainly by the boys. Competition Results:
Shooting Range: 1st: Conor and Allan White; 2nd: Alex and Mark Lee; 3rd: Kieran and Brent Meyer.
Fishing: Most fish caught: Boys: 1st: David Naude and Sabri Numanoglu, 2nd: Tim Kotze, 3rd: Sergey
Huish; Dads: 1st: John Kotze, 2nd: Dale Harrison, 3rd: Paul Huish.
Ramble: Our party enjoyed walking through the fynbos in the Silvermine Nature Reserve, visiting the
Elephant’s Eye Cave and enjoying a swim in the reservoir before returning home.
Mountain Biking: Setting off from the La Ferme Estate, near Franschhoek, our group found the going rather tough, due to the recent heavy rains, with a few riders falling off their bikes. An enjoyable
experience, nonetheless.
Keith Griffiths
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NOURISH THE ROOTS OF YOUR FAMILY TREE

Since 1990, Private Client Holdings has been assisting families define and
implement strategies for managing their wealth. We take on the tasks associated
with a traditional family office including; investment and portfolio management,
tax and administrative services, estate and succession planning – ensuring that
the family wealth successfully grows from generation to generation.
So if you’re looking for independent advice from a team of men and women who
offer the personal touch of a family member plus the independent thinking of a
wealth manager, speak to us about how best you can preserve wealth and create
a lasting family legacy.
Tel: 021 671 1220 | info@privateclient.co.za | www.privateclient.co.za

WEALTH MANAGEMENT . FIDUCIARY SERVICES
PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT . FINANCIAL SERVICES
RISK MANAGEMENT . CASH MANAGEMENT
PRIVATE CLIENT HOLDINGS IS AN AUTHORISED FINANCIAL SERVICES PROVIDER (LICENSE #613)
Private Client Holdings has taken care to ensure that all the information provided herein is true and
accurate. Private Client Holdings will therefore not be held responsible for any inaccuracies in the
information herein. Private Client Holdings shall not be responsible and disclaims all loss, liability or
expense of any nature whatsoever which may be attributable (directly, indirectly or consequentially)
to the use of the information provided.
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ATHLETICS
Captain:		Karl Prins
Vice Captain:
Reuben Mndende
Relay Sports Trophy
First

Trials Trophy

CHARLTON

Sports Day Trophy
CHARLTON

Second

BRAMLEY

Third

BROOKE

Fourth

BROOKE
VAN DER BIJL

Spirit Trophy

CHARLTON

SPORTS DAY TROPHY
Cup Winner
U13 Individual Winners
u6 Cayden Mushonga u13 100m
R. Mndende
u7	Aaran Muir

u13 200m

R. Mndende

u8

Ethan Probert

u13 400m

R. Mndende

u9

Ben Mcfarlaine

u13 800m	K. Prins

u10 Bruce Campbell

u13 Long Jump

Relay Batons

u10	Charlton
u11	Charlton
u12 Brooke
u13 Bramley

V. Allen

u11 Jock Buchanan
u13 High Jump	L. Comitis
Record: u11 800m: 2:34,0
Equalled: u11 200m: 28,9
u12 Ross Hyne

u13 Shot Put

S. Vine

u13 Reuben Mndende
46TH BISHOPS QUADRANGULAR:
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS - 2013
SCHOOL 1st Place
2nd Place
BISHOPS 16
20
Rhenish
4
4
WPPS
10
14
WBJS
15
10
POINTS:
BISHOPS
Rhenish
WPPS
WBJS

3
48
12
30
45

2
40
2
28
20

1
7
7
14
15

3rd Place
7
7
14
15
Total
95: 1st
21
72
80

It’s all a bit green in the u12 100m final.

COMMENDABLE PERFORMANCES (1ST PLACE ONLY):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

S. Vine
J. Lander
R. Hyne
V. Allen
B. Campbell
S. Feinberg
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u13: SP
u10: 800m
u12: 800m, 200m, R. Hyne
u13: HJ, LJ
u10: 200m
u11: SP

7. A. Constant
8. R.Mndende
9. M. Lennett
10. L. Shuttleworth
11. Bishops
12. Bishops

u7: 50m
u13: 400m, 100M,
u12: LJ
u11: HJ
u7: 4x50m Shuttle Relay
u11: 4x100m Relay
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Ciaran Winstain and Jock
Buchanan dominate the U11
800m at the Pentangular

June 2013
1ST SOUTHERN BOYS’ SCHOOLS ATHLETICS
PENTANGULAR ANALYSIS: 2013
SCHOOL
1st Place
2nd Place
3rd Place
BISHOPS
8
15
7
SACS
10
10
5
Rondebosch
10
6
16
WBJS
9
2
8
WPPS
5
7
6
POINTS:
BISHOPS
SACS
Rondebosch
WBJS
WPPS

3
24
30
30
27
15

2
30
20
12
4
14

1
7
5
16
8
6

TOTAL
61: 1St
55
58
39
35

COMMENDABLE PERFORMANCES
(1ST PLACE ONLY):
1. J. Bull:
u10: HJ
2. S. Feinberg:
u11: SP & 4 x 100m Relay
3. A. Suliaman:
u11: 4 x 100m Relay
4. C. Winstain:
u11: 4 x 100m Relay
5. J. Buchanan:
u11: 800m, 1200m (NR : 4:04,15) &
			
u11: 4 x 100m Relay
6. R. Hyne:
u12: 75m & 100m
Karl Prins leads the way!
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CRICKET
BISHOPS PREP CRICKET RESULTS TERM 1 2013
u13A vs Bellville Peninsula CC

Bellville 203/5
Bishops 200/7 J Bird 80 R Hanekom 50 T Sharples 22
Lost by 3 runs.
u13A vs St Augustines CC
Bishops 273/3 J Bird 100 R Hanekom 50 T Sharples 50
St Augustines 110/10 J Howard 7/41.
Won 163 runs
u13A vs Bellville Peninsula CA	U13A Bellville Peninsula C.A 203/5 (40 overs),
Bishops 1XI 200/9
Lost by 3 runs
u13A T20 vs WPPS
Bishops 150/6 J Bird 92 B Snider 21no
WPPS 112/10
Bishops won by 38 runs
u13A vs Wynberg
Bishops 148/9 J Bird 50 R Hanekom 39.
Wynberg 75/8 M Lennett 2/10. J Bird 3/20.
Match Drawn
u13A vs Wynberg T20
Bishops 150/2 ( J Bird 90 R Hanekom 21)
Wynberg 134/3
Won by 16 runs.
u13A vs St Peters ( Joburg)
St Peters 118/3
Bishops 120/5 (A Castle 27 T Burton 20 ret hrt.)
Won by 5 wickets.
u13A vs Caldicott
Bishops 203/6 J Bird 95. A Castle 22
	Caldicott 103 all out. M Lennett 3/15 O Minyi 3/40 R Labberte 2/13.
Won by 100 runs
u13A vs Cornwall
Bishops 210/4 ( J Bird 95, T Sharples45no)
	Cornwall 122/8 (M Lennett 3/14, O Minyi 2/19, J Howard 2/25)
Won by 88 runs.
u13A vs SACS
Bishops 106 all out. (R Hanekom 40)
SACS 109/6 (A Castle 2/22)
Lost by 4 wickets.
u13A vs SACS T20
SACS 102/4 (J Bird 2/19)
Bishops 105/1 (J Bird 58no A Castle 18no R Hanekom 17)
Won by 9 wickets.
u13A vs Rondebosch T20
Rondebosch 59/5 ( R Labberte 2/12)
Bishops 61/8 ( T Sharples 15no)
Won by 2 wickets
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u13A vs SACS T20 Final.

Bishops 71/4 (R Hanekom 15 A Castle 15)
SACS 72/7 (J Bird 2/6 J Howard 2/6)
Lost by 3 wickets
u13A vs Rondebosch	Match abandoned due to rain.
u13B vs Blue Bells 2 Feb
Bishops 166/8 (L Wessels 50 M Klingenberg 42)
Blue Bells 94 all out (T Barty 2/2 D Stehlik 2/8 )
Won by 72 runs.
u13B vs Fish Hoek	Fish Hoek 67 all out. D Stehlik 5/14. J Mol 3/14
Bishops 68/0 L Wessels 33no
Won by 10 wickets.
u13B vs Wynberg
Bishops 154/10 (L Wessels 22, M Gordon 28, J Rossouw, 27 C Kotze 20)
Wynberg 157/4( C Kotze 2/18 J Price 2/27. )
Lost by 6 wickets.
u13B vs WPPS	Match abandoned to due rain
u13B vs SACS
Bishops 104 all out (D Sehlik 28 )
SACS 107/2
Lost by 8 wickets
u13B vs Kirstenhof	Match cancelled due to a water logged pitch.
u13B vs Rondebosch
Bishops 174/4 (L Wessels 80no C Kotze 35, J Rossouw 22)
RBPS 127/9 (C Kotze 4/22 J Price 2/34 J van Niekerk 2/11)
Match drawn.
u13C vs Saheti
Saheti 117 in 30 overs,
Bishops 117/10
Match tied.
u13C vs Kenwyn
Bishops 150/7 (C Haller 44 A Mtombeni 22)
	Kenwyn 141/8 (C Haller 2/35)
Won by 9 wickets.
u13C vs Wynberg
Wynberg 99/8 (J Greyling 2/12)
Bishops 55 all out.
Lost by 44 runs.
u13C vs SACS
SACS 114/7. (J Greyling 2/12)
Bishops 82/10. (L Ranoszek 14)
Lost by 32 runs
u13C vs Rondebosch
Rondebosch 112/8
Bishops 79/10. (C Haller 18. J Shuttleworth 14)
Lost by 33 runs
u13D vs. Sweet Valley U13C.
Sweet Valley 68/8
Bishops 69/0 (L Agnew 41)
Won by 10 wickets
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u13D vs. WPPS

Bishops U13D 63
WPPS 64/6 ( A Motibi 4/13)
Lost by 4 wickets.
13D vs Wynberg
Bishops 76/7 (L Agnew 23 A Bassett 32no)
Wynberg 77/6 ( L Agnew 2/13 A Mothibi 4/8)
Lost by 4 wickets.
u13D vs Llandudno	Llandudno 100/4 (D Court 2/14)
Bishops 104/4 ( L Agnew 28 A Mothibi 28 no)
Won by 6 wickets.
u13D vs Grove Primary
Bishops 38/7
	Grove 38/2
Lost by 8 wickets
u13D vs Rosebank
Bishops 44/7
Rosebank 48/0
Lost by 10 wickets.
u13D vs Rondebosch
Rondebosch 100/3
Bishops 104/4
Won by 6 wickets.
u12A vs Sweet Valley
Sweet Valley 92/8 (R Hyne 3/12, R Tudhope 2/6)
Bishops 93 for 3 – Nic Cattell 32
Won by 7 wickets.
u12A vs WPPS
Bishops 151/6 M Smith 37no R Tudhope 46
WPPS 114/9 T Liefeldt 2/11 R Hyne 2/16
Won by 37 runs
u12A vs Wynberg (Time Game)
Bishops 143 all out. N Cattell 31 M Wesson 23
Wynberg 114/3
Match drawn
u12A vs Wynberg
Wynberg 58/7 (I Wharton 5/11)
Bishops 60/4
Won by 6 wickets
u12A vs SACS
Bishops 134/6 ( M Wesson 64)
SACS 105/7 ( T Liefeldt 2/26 M Kanigowski 3/9, hat -trick)
Won by 29 runs.
u12A vs SACS
Bishops 75 all out (N Cattell 16)
SACS 50 all out. (C Clarke 5/9 M Kanigowski 2/5)
Won by 25 runs.
u12A vs Rondebosch
Bishops 134/4 ( M van der Merwe 32no M Kanigowski 32)
Rondebosch 102 all out ( C Clark 4/20)
Won by 32 runs
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u12A vs Rondebosch

RBPS 119/6 ( R Hyne 2/28 C Good 2/20)
Bishops 122/8 ( M Smith 48)
Won by 2 wickets.
u12B vs Sweet Valley
Bishops 111/1 (L Richardson 47*, J Koster 24.)
Sweet Valley 58/8 (T Le Fleur 2/6)
Won by 53 runs
u12B vs Wynberg
Wynberg 58/7. (I Wharton 5/11.)
Bishops 60/4.
Won by 6 wickets.
u12B vs Kirstenhof	Kirstenhof 26 all out. (R Butler 5/1)
Bishops 28/1
Won by 9 wickets.
u12B vs SACS
SACS 111/2
Bishops 110/9 ( I Wharton 31 J Hampshire 20)
Lost by 1 wicket.
u12B vs WPPS 12 Feb day /night
Bishops 160/6 (I Wharton 42 J Hampshire 30 L Richardson 28.)
WPPS 126/9
Won by 34 runs.
u12B vs Rondebosch
Rondebosch 115/7. ( J Naude 2/23.)
Bishops 113/7.(J Simpson 52*.)
Lost by 2 runs.
u12C vs WPPS
Bishops 82/7
WPP 82/5 (B.Hollingum 2/9)
Match drawn.
u12C Bishops vs Sweet Valley
Bishops 98/2 (I. Macha 25* R. Williams 23*)
Sweet Valley 27 (T. Turner 3/1)
Won by 72 runs
u12B vs SACS
SACS 91 all out (S.Marquis 4/15; D.Williams 2/5)
Bishops 92/2 (S.Marquis 40; E.Musselwhite 18)
Won by 8 wickets.
u12B vs Rondebosch
Rondebosch 84/5 ( S. Marquis 2/10)
Bishops 86/7 (S. Marquis 25; M. Mavuso 11)
Won by 3 wickets.
u12D vs Forres	Forres 40/9 ( T. Warner 2/6; B. Agnew 1/3)
Bishops 42/4
Won by 6 wickets
u12D vs Pinehurst
Bishops 38 All out
Pinehurst 39/2 (L. Foxcroft 1/4 P. David 1/6)
Lost by 8 wickets.
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u12D vs Rylands

u12D vs Rondebosch

u11A vs WPPS

u11A vs WPPS

u11A vs Wynberg

u11A vs Wynberg

u11A vs SACS (Time Game)

u11A vs SACS

u11A vs Rondebosch

u11A vs Rondebosch. (Time Game)

u11B vs WPPS

u11B vs Wynberg

u11B vs SACS
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Bishops 50/3
Rylands 45/8 (P.David 2/4; K.Meyer 2/3)
Won by 5 runs.
Bishops 75/4 (S. Murphy 20*)
Rondebosch 76/4
Lost by 6 wickets.
WPPS 127/9 J Buchanan 3/7 M Labberte 2/11.
Bishops 129/7 S Mngomezulu 28 M Roshan 21 . C Winstain 30no
Won by 3 wickets
WPPS 60 all out
Bishops 61/2 (S Mngomezulu 42no)
Won by 8 wickets
Bishops 187/8 (T Kotze 53no J Sinha 50no)
Wynberg 47 all out (J Buchanan 3/10 S Hanssen 2/6 U Ngxanagane 2/8)
Won by 140 runs.
Bishops 127/7 ( S Mngomezulu 50 ret C Winstain 32)
Wynberg 108/7 ( M Labberte 2/31)
Won by 19 runs.
Bishops 130/9 dec. (T Kotze 27 C Winstain 23 S Hanssen 32)
SACS 131/2
Lost by 8 wickets
SACS 117/3
Bishops 63 all out.
Lost by 54 runs,
Bishops 122/5 ( C Winstain 38 S Allison 34no)
Rondebosch 124/5 ( S Stevens 2/9)
Lost by 5 wickets.
Bishops 141/10 (C Winstain 46 J Watson 23)
Rondebosch 95/6 ( J Buchanan 3/21)
Match drawn.
WPPS 176
Bishops 159 (J Watson 54 L Shuttleworth 31)
Lost by 17 runs.
Bishops 146/7 ( J Watson 66 L Shuttleworth 31)
Wynberg 58/8 ( J Mopp 2/14 L Hoffman 2/14 D Boyes 2/4)
Won by 90 runs.
SACS 126/2 ( J Mopp 2/15)
Bishops 56/8 ( L Hoffman 15)
Lost by 6 wickets.
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u11B vs Rondebosch

Bishops 114/5 ( G Medcalf 48 A Coutts-Trotter 28)
Rondebosch 118/3
Lost by 7 wickets.
u11C team vs WPPS
Bishops batted first 69 for 7 ( B. Gukelburger 10)
WPPS 72 for 6:
Lost by by 4 wkts.
u11C vs Groote Schuur
Bishops 69/9 (C.Stegmann 10 n/o)
	Groote Schuur 71/6 ( R.Else 2/2 L Beachy Head 2/3
Lost by 4 wickets.
u11C vs SACS
SACS 83/ 8 (C.Stegmann 2/3 R.Else 2/4)
(Bishops 57/9 ( L Beachy Head 14 no; Z. Ahmed 13.)
Lost by 26 runs
u11C vs Rondebosch
RBPS 89/8; 5 run outs.
Bishops 90/3 (Z Ahmed 33no; A Suliaman18no, L Beachy Head 10no.)
Won by 7 wickets
u11D vs WPPS
WPPS 50/6
Bishops 51/2
Won by 8 wickets
u11D vs Cannons Creek
Bishops 68.
	Cannon’s Creek 69/0
Lost by 10 wickets
u11D vs Wynberg
Bishops 86/8 (V Smith 14 M Wolfson 14)
Wynberg 55 all out ( D Watling 3/18 V Smith 2/6)
Won by 31 runs.
u11 D vs SACS
SACS 108.
Bishops 36/10
Lost by 72 runs.
u11D vs Rondebosch
Bishops: 49/4
Rondebosch: 50/4
Lost by 6 wickets.
u10A vs WPPS
WPPS 110 all out.
Bishops 92/9
Lost by 18 runs.
u10A vs Wynberg (Time Game)
Wynberg 94 all out ( R Howard 5/24.)
Bishops 95/3 (I Khan 22 B Campbell 16)
Won by 7 wickets.
u10A vs Wynberg.
Wynberg 43 all out.
Bishops 45/6. ( L Harrison 16)
Won by 4 wickets.
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u10A vs SACS (Time game)

Bishops 122/9 (I Kahn 53)
SACS 53/6 (L Harrison 3/14)
Match drawn.
u10A vs Kirstenhoff
Bishops 75/7
	Kirstenhoff 21/9
Won by 54 runs
u10A vs SACS (Limited overs)
SACS 112/4.
Bishops 101/10 ( B Campbell 32)
Lost by 11 runs
u10A vs Rondebosch (limited overs)
RBPS 102/7 (T Kotze 2/7 S Hanssen 2/9 S van der Westhuizen 2/12)
Bishops 106/7 (R Howard 29 J Fisher 27 B Campbell)
Won by 4 Runs
u10A vs Rondebosch
RBPS 56 all out ( R Howard 5/30)
Bishops 57/9
Won by 1 wicket.
u10 B vs WPPS
WPPS 72/10
Bishops 24/10
Lost by 48 runs.
u10B vs Sweet Valley
Bishops 59/4 (K Hassan 14no)
Sweet Valley 57 ( M.Koor 3/2 )
Won by 2 runs.
u10B vs SACS
SACS 100 ( J Bull 2 wkts)
Bishops 72/5 (S Nieberg 13 G Fogarty 22)
Lost by 25 runs.
u10B vs Kirstenhof.
Kirstenhof 52/10 (S Nieburg 2/4)
Bishops 53/6 ( A Tyer 16no)
Won by 4 wickets.
u10A vs Wynberg.
Bishops 52/2 (S Nieburg 14no)
Wynberg 45/4 ( N Kotze 2 wkts)
Won by 7 runs.
u10B vs Rondebosch
RBPS 86/ 4
Bishops 57/ 8
Lost by 29 runs
u10C vs WPPS
WPPS 62/6
Bishops 63/2
Won 8 wickets.
u10C vs Golden Grove	Golden Grove 47/7 (A Crosthwaite-Eyre 3 wkts)
Bishops 48/2
Won by 8 wickets.
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u10C vs Pinelands Primary

u10C vs SACS

u10C vs Rondebosch

u10D vs Sweet Valley

u10 D Vs Easter Peak.

u10D vs SACS

u10D vs Wynberg

u10D vs Pinehurst

u10D Rondebosch

June 2013

Bishops 54/6
Pinelands 55/3
Lost by 7 wickets.
SACS 87/5 ( B Audinwood 2/6)
Bishops 88/7 ( A Crosthwaite-Eyre31no. J Walker 16no)
Won by 3 wickets.
RBPS 73/6 (G Walsh 2 wkts)
Bishops 69/5 ( B Audinwood 29 no)
Lost by 4 runs.
Bishops 61
Sweet Valley 62/6
Lost by 4 wickets.
Bishops 49/10
Easter Peak 50/2
Lost by 8 wickets.
SACS 91
Bishops 23/10
Lost by 68runs.
Bishops 34/8
Wynberg 35/2 ( C Scheepers 2 wickets)
Lost by 8 wickets.
Bishops 55/8
Pinehurst 56/0
Lost by 10 wickets.
Rondebosch 132 ( L Ridgway 2 wkts)
Bishops 82/10 (G Dyssell- Hofinger 23 )
Lost by 50 runs

CRICKET
1ST X1

A term which promised much did not quite deliver the goods
as far as results were concerned. Nevertheless, there was plenty
of exciting and interesting cricket, and much for us to work
towards in the 4th Term. The season began with a tough match
in Bellville. This proved to be one of the most exciting matches
of all, with 4 needed to win off the last ball, but resulting in a 3
run defeat. It was a long, hard day at the office, but just what
Jonno Bird on the way to another fine 90!
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we needed in order to get the cobwebs well and truly out of the
way. The highlight of the win against St Augustine’s was Jonno
Bird’s 100no, the highest individual score for the term, although
not necessarily his best innings. A disappointing day-night loss
against WPCC taught us the importance of each member in the
team striving to fulfil his role, whether it be as a bowler, batsman
or fielder. Each member of the team has strengths and should
work hard at bringing these into play when demanded. Convincing
Ross Hanekom about to
wins against Cornwall and Caldicott from the U.K. were a boost
cut one square!
for the boys, with Bird scoring superb 95s in both matches. The
SACS Saturday match was the real lowlight of the term. The boys played nowhere near their
potential and they should take this match on as a big challenge for the 4th term. Rain unfortunately
interfered with a couple of matches. It was particularly disappointing not to play the final fixture
against our traditional rivals, Rondebosch. On the batting front, Bird scored an outstanding 696
runs for the term (including a century and four 90s, a record of sorts!). He was well supported by
Ross Hanekom (289 runs). Alex Castle played a strong all-rounder role and asserted himself well
in the captaincy of the team. Matt Lennett, James Howard and Okuhle Minyi all bowled well and
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it will be interesting to observe how strongly they come through in the 4th Term. Howard’s 7/41
against St Augustine’s was the best performance of the term. Lennett, in particular, impressed with
his excellent flight, line and length. Tom Burton’s encouragement behind the stumps was often
inspirational. The T20 matches saw mostly good cricket from the boys and they deserved to play in
the final against SACS. SACS proved convincing winners on the night. The boys do have a good
trait – they fight hard to the bitter end. Many thanks to Andy Kirsten (SACS Junior) for organising
this tournament.Congratulations to Jonno Bird (WP A), Okuhle Minyi (WP B) and Tom Burton
(WP B) on their well deserved provincial selections, and also to Alex Castle, who missed out in the
final round of trials. As always, an extremely busy 4th Term awaits, with Grey Junior hosting the
Cape Schools’ Week this September.
nTEAM: A. Castle (Capain.), O. Minyi (V-Captain.), R. Hanekom, B. Snider, T. Sharples,
J. Bird, T. Burton (wk), M. Lennett, J. Howard, V. Allen, R. Labberte, J. Meyer, S Jeffery
(Scorer)
Richard Goedhals
U13B

Highlights of the season were without doubt Luke Wessels’ maiden 50 against Blue Bells and Dan
Stehlik’s 5/14 against Fish Hoek. Both were match-winning performances backed by a real team
effort. Guided by Mr Cricket himself, Jayden Rossouw, the boys came close to pulling off an epic
win against arch rivals Rondebosch. Bishops had taken the option of extra time to put on a very
respectable 175/4; with Luke Wessels scoring 80 not out. Rondebosch were 9 down with over half
an hour to play but their last pair saved the day. A great fight to the death by both teams and a
reminder that a ‘draw’ is a result in itself.
nTEAM: Murray Gordon, Chris Kotze, Daniel Stehlik, Jayden Rossouw, Ryan
Labberte, John van Niekerk, Luke Wessels, Matthew Klingenberg,Joshua Moll, Tom
Barty, James Price, Jordan Meyer, James Shuttleworth
Andrew Caldwell
U13C

Jonathan Greyling about to
deliver another corker!
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Although we did not win most of our games, we certainly
ensured that every match was an absolute ‘nail biter’ that went
right down to the wire - the most exciting being the ‘tied game’
against touring team Saheti. The biggest lesson learnt through
these very close matches has been to realise the importance of
limiting the unnecessary wides being bowled. Through hard
work during training sessions they managed to make good
progress in the field resulting in some excellent catches and run
outs during matches. This team must be very proud of their
performances considering that they often faced A teams from
other schools and never backed down from the challenge, often
facing quick and intimidating bowling.
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nTEAM: Amo Gelang; Ano Mtombeni; Chris Haller; James Shuttleworth; James
Young; John Grieve; Jonathan Greyling; Liam Agnew; Luke Ranoschek; Matthew
van Westenbrugge; Ryan Wonfor; Scott Jeffrey; Tristan Sides; Tristan Smith
Greg Shuttleworth
U13D

The team enjoyed an extremely fun and successful season with countless highlights, coming
from both bat and ball. Liam Agnew, our captain, led exceptionally from the front and was well
supported by his vice captain, Justin Maree. We prided ourselves on excellence and outstanding
performances were no stranger to us. Highlights: Liam Agnew and Ciaran Manca batted the entire
innings to produce an unbeaten partnership of 72 runs against Sweet Valley; Amo Mothibi`s 4
wickest for 8 runs off 4 overs.
nTEAM: L. Agnew, J. Maree, K. Sacranie (WK), D. Court, A. Mothibi, S. Ross, T.
Bradfield, A.van Voore, C. Manca, L. Jameson, A. Bassett, J. Steyn, M. Bergh, A.
Bobade, G. Border, J. Jacobs, A. Ngcwangu, L. Ranoszek.
James Chenery
U12A

Cameron Good
too good for the
Kirstenhof defense!

The team enjoyed a very successful first half of the season and managed
to remain unbeaten.The success was partially due to the fact that the
team remained very stable throughout the first term. The team showed
unbelievable character in some very close and exciting situations. This
team is blessed with some very talented cricketers and have depth in both
the batting and bowling department. The team spirit was outstanding
and the boys enjoyed their matches.
nTEAM: A. Castle (Capain.), O. Minyi (V-Captain.), R.
Hanekom, B. Snider, T. Sharples, J. Bird, T. Burton (wk), M.
Lennett, J. Howard, V. Allen, R. Labberte, J. Meyer, S Jeffery
(Scorer)

U12B

After starting the season off with three emphatic wins we narrowly lost our last two matches against
SACS and Rondebosch by 1 run and 2 runs respectively. Both these matches went down to the
last ball with us trying to chase their total. We came desperately close and learnt some important
cricketing lessons which we hopefully will put to good use during the fourth term, but these fixtures
were highly entertaining, enjoyable and played in the right spirit. A great advert for Prep School
cricket. Building partnerships and not giving your wicket away easily while minimizing extras and
bowling a tight line are all important elements of the game which we will continue to work on. The
highlight of the term for the boys was the Day/Night match against WPPS on the Woodlands Astro.
These fixtures are always enjoyable and the boys love the opportunity to play under lights in front of
a crowd of enthusiastic mums and dads.
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nTEAM: D Burton, R Butler, R Campbell, F Fletcher, J Hampshire, J Koster, T Le
Fleur, J Naude, A Rackstraw, L Richardson, J Simpson, I Wharton.
Murray Anderson
U12C

The team had a successful season with many fine results. The boys played with plenty of heart and
passion and showed the true ethics and morals which define the spirit of a great team.
nTEAM: Tom Byron, Berkley Hollingum, Tristan Le Fleur, Innocent Macha,
Slaide Marquis, Aiden Murphy, Tristan Turner, Andrew Williams, Rhys Williams,
Mbongeni Mavuso.
Jarryd Cunnold
U12D

These boys were keen learners and were always full of enthusiasm. This showed in the manner
they conducted themselves during practices and matches. Having a squad of 14 cricket players
for every match was at times difficult, but we managed to get everyone to field and bowl at every
match. Unfortunately only 11 players could get a chance to bat at any given match. The aim was to
make sure the boys enjoyed their cricket and developed their cricketing knowledge. It was by sheer
courage and team spirit we managed to pull off a couple of wins.
nTEAM: Brice Agnew, David Naude, Jack Rowland, Kieraan Meyer, Liam Foxcroft,
Liam Orpen, Paul David, Peter Worthington-Smith, Sabri Numanoglu, Sean
Murphy, Thomas Warner, Tristan Lee, Wesley Holtman, Joshua Njoronge.
U11A

Our first match was played in persistent drizzle at WP Prep where we chased down their score
thanks to good batting by Sacha Feinberg-Mngomezulu, Mo Roshan and Cairan Winstain.
We then hosted them under lights on our hockey astro where we rolled them out cheaply with
Sam Hanssen and Cairan Winstain bowling brilliantly. Our fielding was also razor sharp. Sacha
Feinberg-Mngomezulu then knocked off the runs in double quick time with some lusty blows. We
then piled on the runs against Wynberg with Jay Sinha and Tim Kotze both getting half-centuries.
Jock Buchanan bowled beautifully to bowl them out cheaply. In the return game Sacha and Cairan
again batted well to set up a commanding total. We defended our total well with Mo Roshan
bowling tightly at the death to seal the victory. Next we played Sacs and put up a decent score with
Sam Hanssen being the pick of the batsmen. This time our bowling was a bit erratic and they
cruised past our score. In the mid-week game we bowled much better to restrict them to a par score,
but after a promising start to the chase we suffered a mid-order collapse to fall short of the target.
We then hosted Rondebosch in the match of the season. We posted a good score – Cairan Winstain
and Seb Allison batting superbly. They won by hitting a four off the last ball with Stuart Stevens
bowling brilliantly earlier in the innings. It was a great shot under pressure. Hats off to them! We
ended the season with a solid performance in the return Saturday game. We posted another good
total with Cairan Winstain and Jordan Watson’s half-century partnership setting us up nicely. Our
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opponents were never really interested in going for the win and the game petered out with them six
wickets down well short of our total. Jock Buchanan was the pick of our bowlers. One must never
be afraid of losing in order to win – a lesson learnt hopefully.
nTEAM: J Buchanan, M Roshan, C Winstain, S Feinberg-Mngomezulu, T Kotze, J
Watson, S Allison, S Hanssen, J Sinha, U Ngxgane, S Stevens, M Labberte.
Bruce Mitchell
U11B

The team had a good term of intense cricket matches.They practised hard, sometimes under
testing conditions, but throughout it all they carried on without complaining. At times they found
themselves practising with the A side which came as shock to many of our team members. They also
had to deal with the chopping and changing of teams which at times could be very uncomfortable
but necessary. In all we had a great cricket term as we were very competitive in the games we
played. We saw quite a number of our players moving to the A side and staying or playing more
games there. We saw growth from the players in their games in terms of technique and general
understanding of the game. Every game was played with great discipline and commitment in
representing their school and themselves. As much as we still have a long way to go to be where we
want to be, we can be very proud of our effort during the term.
nTEAM: B. Chemnais, A. Coutts-Trotter, C. Dempers, J. Watson, L. Shuttleworth,
L. Beachy Head, J. Mopp, R. Hendricks, L. Hoffman, D. Boyes, M. Labberte, L.
Gevisser, G. Medcalf
Vuyani Parafini
U11C

This team has had some very pleasing results due largely to how the different members of the team
have produced good form during each match. We have adopted the approach that every person
in the team should enjoy either bowling or batting, or both, during every match. Whilst this may
sometimes compromise the score the boys get a chance to grow in experience and enjoyment. As
our match experience grew so did our confidence.
nTEAM: Adam Suliaman; Luke Beachy Head; Zack Ahmed; Callum Stegmann;
Ben Gukelberger; Max Wolfson; Luke Negrine; Victor Smith; Nic Powell; Cameron
Parker –Forsyth; Ryan Else; Jake Herbert; Jonty Wright
Mark Erlangsen
U11D

The team had a statistical success rate of 40% in the first term. The boys showed an overwhelming
desire to learn and a positive team spirit. We finished the term with better bowling deliveries,
better positioning and awareness in the fielding aspects. In the fourth term, the boys will need to
show more commitment on the aspect of improving their batting skills, specifically on the notion
of qualitative decision making on the balls to play and the feet movements. We look forward to yet
another chance of playing as a team and to another cricket learning process and fun.
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nTEAM: S. Breytenbach, N. Thomas, M. Pettit, D. Waitling, S. Janooidien, J.
Seymour, J. Steyn, J. Davis, J. Border, N. Tiaden, Z. Chenia, V. Smith, Jake Herbet.
U10A

The boys started off with some impressive cricket and managed to maintain and even raise their
standards of play significantly towards the end of the first term. I have enjoyed the fact that
we have depth in both bowling and batting. This, combined with commitment, focus and true
passion for the game, resulted in the boys always performing at their best.The players never
complained when they were rotated in the batting order or bowling in order to give each boy
the opportunity to develop their cricket skills. I am looking forward to the fourth term, as I
believe the boys can be pushed to a higher level of cricket.
nTEAM: Bruce Campbell, Josh Carnell, Ilyaaz Arnold, John Fisher, Liam Harrison,
Khaleel Hassan, Rowan Howard, Imad Khan, Daniel Davidson, Nicholas Kotze,
Josh Lander, Luke Parker, Schyler van der Westhuizen, Gray Fogarty
U10B

n.

We had a slow start to the season, but we grew well as a team and learned a great deal from the
game time we got during the week. We had some really good performances and a few losses,
but we had some really good stand out moments in those games. The boys were so excited to
start their first season with a hard ball and they truly had tons of fun. They all got to bat and
bowl because of our rotational policy. This helps everyone feel part of a team environment at
all times.
nTEAM: C. Musselwhite, B. Voogt, G.Fogarty, J.Bull, M.Koor, S.Nieburg,
O.Nicklin, I.Arnold, S.Sturrock, C.Macdonald, A.Tyer, N.Kotze, K.Hassan, S.
Van der Westhuizen
Luke Jacobs
U10C

The boys always take time to get used to hard ball cricket; running in pads, wearing a heavy helmet
and catching a hard ball. These are big steps for these young boys. But, they managed the transition
from mini cricket smoothly and went out with confidence each week during practices and matches.
I was impressed with their growth in skill over the term as well as their enjoyment of the game. The
boys had some fantastic matches with some very tight results. Winning three out of six is great going
for a C team who often come up against B or A teams from other schools. A special mention must
be mad of our nail biting win over SACS. For most of the game it looked like we were out of it, but
the boys fought hard for a stunning victory. They must be congratulated for their enthusiasm and for
conducting themselves as proud Bishops boys.
nTEAM: Irshad Abrahams, Benji Audinwood, Adam, Clarke, Archie CrossthwaiteEyre, Mikaeel Darsot, Oliver Kennedy-Smith, Daniel Nelson, Oliver Nicklin,
Christopher Scheepers,Luke Solomons, Benji Voogt,Jack Walker, Gareth Walsh
Michael Hampton
•

4:03 PM
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U10D

The team was filled with boys with a great deal of enthusiasm and every one of the players
gave of their best.The season might have not gone our way, but we had a good time. We played
6 games against very competitive schools and unfortunately we lost all 6 games, but they were
close games where the match could have gone either way. We played against Rondebosch, SACS,
Pinehurst, Wynberg, Easter Peak and Sweet Valley. The highlight of the season: Chris Scheepers
taking two wickets with his first two balls against Wynberg and that earned him a place in
the C team, not forgetting Max Rebe, Dylan Davies, Gabriel Hofinger and Matt Warner all
contributing with the ball. Special mention to Laine Ridgeway and Gabriel Hofinger who were
in superb form with the bat contributing in all matches with runs on the board.
nTEAM: L Ridgway, C.Warner, M.Warner, A.Lee, M.Byron, Z Dawood, G.Hofinger,
D.Davies, C.Toy, C.Carter, M.Rebe
Mac Kahla
U9

We kicked off the first term with three sessions of extensive trials, and it was evident that
we are blessed with numerous talented players this year. I was extremely impressed with the
depth in terms of skill level that this age group possesses. During the trials all players showed
great enthusiasm and a willingness to learn from the word go. After the first two weeks, the
boys were put into their respective teams in order to prepare for their long awaited matches.
I must admit that the excitement was at times a sight to behold as we approached the big
day. On the day of the first matches boys started with their warm up routines and you could
sense the anticipation amongst the spectators and players alike. It was a great day out for
the boys, and the fact that they put in some sound performances settled some early season
nerves. We rotated the boys in order to make sure that all of them played more or less the
same amount of matches. You could clearly see the improvement in the skill levels of the boys
as the season progressed. All the teams showed great improvement over the course of the
term in all aspects of the game, whether it was the mental or physical application required to
become a better player. The parents supported us with great enthusiasm, and the games were
always played in the right spirit. It is important for boys at this age to learn the basics of the
game, but it is a love for the game of cricket that we try and instil. We are fortunate to have a
group of talented coaches, who delight in seeing the boys develop while they are also enjoying
learning their trade. I would encourage the boys to continue working at their game during
the winter months. Many a great cricketer was moulded in the competitive arena of backyard
cricket. We also had some more individual coaching sessions on Friday afternoons in which
the boys all had a chance to learn their trade in smaller groups. It was always encouraging to
see how hard the boys worked at their game, and how eager they were in order to improve.
It was evident that there were some boys who were putting in some extra time in order to
improve their skills. This was a very rewarding term for both players and coaches. The fact
that we showed great progress over an eight week period makes it all worthwhile.
Willem Louw
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JUNIOR LEAGUE
Monday afternoons in the summer terms sees the Junior League cricketers make their way
to the Woodlands Astro for practice sessions. The fundamentals of the game are coached
and encouraged, such as the correct bowling and throwing techniques, playing in ‘the
V’, making the right calls of ‘yes, no or wait’ when batting, as well as backing up and the
long-barrier method. While fun, juggling competitions make sure that the boys’ hand-eye
and catching skills develop. Every Wednesday, Rondebosch visits the astro for the weekly
derby matches which are always fun-filled and closely-contested and which provide the boys
the chance to gain experience with exciting challenges such as using a hardball in a match
situation and running between the wickets in pads! Tangible progress and improvement
was shown by the cricketers throughout the first half of the season and we look forward to
continuing this in the 4th term.

SWIMMING
Once again the swimming
season started off with a splash!
We held the swimming trials
in the first week of the term
and then went straight into
our Championship Trophy
Gala. The Inter House trophy
was won by Charlton. The
individual trophy winners
were: U9: Dean Sneddon;
U10: Bruce Campbell; U11:
Caleb Oliphant; U12: Karl
Weinert; U14: Matthew van
Inter House Gala 2013: The Race is on …
Westenbrugge.
We took part in numerous Inter Schools Galas and our swimmers excelled in many events. Most
notably was our excellent performance at the Night Gala held at Reddam House, where we were placed
3rd out of 11 schools. Our A, B and C League swimmers also took part in the annual Relay Galas during
the term and were placed well. It was most pleasing to note the increase in numbers of boys taking part
in our squad swimming sessions. We now offer 9 hours of squad swimming and these sessions are all
well attended. We continue to have great numbers at our afternoon age group swimming sessions and
this bodes well for the future of swimming at Bishops Preparatory. Remember: ‘Being your best is not so
much about overcoming the barriers other people place in front of you as it is overcoming the barriers we
place in front of ourselves. It has nothing to do with how many times you win or lose. It has no relation
to where you finish in a race or whether you break world records. But it does have everything to do with
having the vision to dream, the courage to recover from adversity and the determination never to be
shifted from your goals.’ Kieren Perkins.
Penny Graney
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TENNIS

Bishops under 13 A team
Drew Reddam 3-3
Beat SACS 5-1
Beat WPPS 4-2
Drew Rondebosch Prep 3-3
Bishops under 13 B team
Beat Kirstenhof 4-2
Lost Grove 2-4
Beat RBPS u/12 6-0
Lost to Sweet Valley 4-2
Bishops under 11 A team
Lost to Reddam 0-6
Lost to RBPS 0-6
Lost to WPPS 0-6
Lost to Reddam 1-4
Lost to RBPS 1-5
Beat WPPS 6-0

Tio Bakre serves
up another ace.

Captain: Tio Bakre
Vice Captain: Jayden Rossouw
This year we entered three teams in the Western Cape
Primary Schools League. Representatives: U13A: M
Lennett, T Bakre, J Bird, M v d Merwe; U13B: J Simpson,
J Rossouw, M Gordon, A Rackstraw and M Wesson;
U11A: C Winstain, K Blatch, T Kotze, J Davis and C
White.

CHAMPIONSHIPS
A high standard of tennis was achieved during the school
championships with Michael van der Merwe emerging as
Jonno Bird hits another
the winner by beating Tio Bakre in the senior division
cross court winner.
and Ciaran Winstain defeating Kai Blatch in the junior
section. In the senior doubles event, Tio Bakre and Matthew Lennett beat Jono Bird and
Michael van der Merwe while Ciaran Winstain and Kai Blatch won their match against Jack
Davis and Connor White in the junior section.
WESTERN PROVINCE PRIMARY SCHOOL TENNIS TEAMS
Congratulations to the following boys who made the WP Primary School Tennis Teams:
Ciaran Winstain: WP U11B; Matt Lennett and Jono Bird: WPU12A; Michael van der Merwe:
reserve for WPU12B; Tio Bakre: WPU13B.
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GREY TENNIS TOUR
At the end of the first term J Bird, M Lennett, M van der Merwe, J Bird, J Simpson, J Rossouw
and A Rackstraw flew to Port Elizabeth to take part in an inter-schools event put on by Grey,
Port Elizabeth. Six schools took part – Grey, Selborne, Graeme College, Rondebosch, Bishops
and Hudson Park. Our boys played beautifully and ended up coming second to Grey. The
tennis was of a very high standard and the tour was thoroughly enjoyed by all.
THANKS
A big thank you must go to Mark Erlangsen, Bruce Mitchell and Teddy Hewins who have
coached the boys throughout the term.

WATER POLO

U13A close quarters action vs Rondebosch.

U13

The 2013 season has thus far been a good one. We field four teams; sadly we have not always been able
to find fixtures for the D side. The swimming fitness
has improved as have the general skills. The B side
has been the stand-out side in their league. They did
very well at the Rondebosch tournament winning
all their games. Coach, Murray Southgate (OD),
has been inspirational, getting the boys to believe
in themselves and ensuring that their structure
improves each game. I am sure that there will be
Shoot! Rowan Howard taking a
a number of these boys pushing for a place in the
shot at goal vs Rondebosch.
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A side during the fourth term. The A side has performed well, however they have lacked self belief
on attack. Defence has been very good with the boys working very hard on getting back and closing
down opposition attack. The Grey Junior Festival was, as always, a great opportunity for the boys. We
were slow to get started and this cost us a place in the semi final. At the end of the tournament we
finished 5th, credible, yet a little disappointing. I am sure that at the SACS Tournament we shall see
what this side can produce.
Brendan Fogarty
U12

The age group enjoyed a successful season. The boys have all grown physically stronger in the water
and have greatly improved their individual skills with passing and receiving the ball. Under the expert
eye of their coaches, they have learnt good team tactics and correct positional play; both of which
are vital in this fast paced and very tiring game. Well done to all teams on their match performances
on Friday afternoons.
Tom Campbell
U11

There were three sides in this age group. Skills are steadily improving; we still require attention to
be given to swimming – a key area in the game. Strong swimmers allow for good attack and defence
structures, being able to get up the pool and set up the ‘D’ is key. The ability to fall back on defence
and cover is all down to swimming ability. We need to keep working on our skills, ensuring that the
boys master the basics of the game. Legs, passing and shooting are key core areas. Friday afternoons
have been very busy with all three sides getting regular games. Sadly the U11 Festival was postponed
to the third term due to unseasonal rain!
Brendan Fogarty
U10

The boys in this age group enjoy their
‘first taste’ of this exciting, but confusing
game. Learning to tread water well, while
controlling and passing the ball using only
one hand, is no easy task. There is plenty
of splashing as swimmers vie for the elusive
ball. Many mistakes are made and the
ball changes possession between Bishops
and their opponents far more often than
it should. Nevertheless, the boys are all
Action from the U10A game vs
Rondebosch.
getting great exercise and it is fun. By the
end of the year, a pattern of play gradually develops and the teams look quite professional! Well done
to all the players for their marked improvement in skill by the end of the season.
Tom Campbell
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Where will your next escape be…
MAURITIUS 4

RESORT

LA POINTE
AUX CANNONIERS
7 nights from R19 595

Valid for set departures: 24 Sep / 26 Sep ‘13

ITALY 4

RESORT

PRAGELATO VIALATTEA
7 nights from R28 585

Valid for travel: 22 Dec - 29 Dec ‘13

Contact details:
Reservations 021 685 0560
email: karen@suregiltedge.com
Find us on Campus at Bishops College
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